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Sonnet18

SPR I NG  F U N DR A ISI NG  DI N N E R

S T A R R I N G 

JOHN LEGEND

Join us to experience a night for lovers of 
exquisite cuisine, poetry, cocktails, and world-class 

entertainment in celebration of Faena Art.

TUESDAY MAY 9TH – 7:00 PM

FAENA BEACH

A spectacular outdoor dining experience to 
celebrate 12 years of supporting extraordinary talent 

and enriching the cultural scene of our city. 

Faena Art —a 501c3 non-profit organization— 
is thrilled to host this oceanside celebration inspired 

by one of Shakespeare’s most famous sonnets. 

DRESS CODE: Shakespearean Love

BUY YOUR 
TICKET NOW

A R T I S T I C  I N T E R V E N T I O N  B Y 

Jim Denevan 

C U L I N A R Y  E X P E R I E N C E  B Y 

Francis Mallmann, Paul Qui
& Frederic Monnet 

FAENA ART THANKS BOMBAY SAPPHIRE PREMIER CRU,  FEVER-TREE ,  MARTELL  COGNAC ,  PERRIER , 

RED BULL ,  AND  TITO’S VODK A FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT.
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The Heart of Community 

FAENA ART

This April, multi-award winning Latinx fashion designer Anabella 
Bergero launched Heart of Community at the Project Room—a 
dynamic exhibition that will run through July showcasing 
textile art, fashion design pieces, collage, and digitally printed 
murals that together create a Latinx Pop visual universe.

Heart of Community offers a 
mixed media experience that seeks 
to challenge traditions, gender 
roles, and identities within Latin 
American culture,” explains Bergero 
who was born in Argentina, raised in 
Mexico, and is now based in Miami.

With the premise that art is 
a continuous state of encounter, 
Bergero sets in motion different 
forms of exchange—from creating 
a visual aesthetic that deconstructs 
stereotypical notions of Latinidad 
to repurposing the art space as a 
community gathering hub with 
collective acts of co-creation. Thus, 
the Project Room becomes a space 
for the celebration, enjoyment and 

production of creativity. “My goal 
is to share my culture and build 
common ground where everyone 
can express their own sense of self 
in a stimulating environment.” 

Her cross-disciplinary 
approach brings together a curated 
collection of dress designs, collaged 
photographs, kitsch iconography, 
vinyl and wallpaper installations, 
free tie-dye workshops, and panel 
conversations with guests from the 
art and fashion industry. Bergero 
will also record four podcast 
episodes of Más Cultura Por Favor 
with her co-host Yisus Peña and 
other creatives discussing a range 
of themes tied to the installation. 

By blurring the boundaries 
between inside and outside—
private and public—through a 
translucent window mural that 
projects the interior display into the 
public sphere, Heart of Community 
makes art an act of enjoyment 
beyond the walls of the gallery 
space, inviting her audience and 
passersby to peek in, explore, 
and join in her artistic practice.

“My first steps into the art 
and fashion world came after 
winning the acclaimed competition 
Fashion Edition Buenos Aires 
hosted by Faena,” said Bergero, 
“so this exhibition feels full circle.”

 @FAENAART

ON VIEW

APRIL 28 – JULY 15, 2023
MONDAY – WEDNESDAY

12:00PM – 6:00PM

THURSDAY – SATURDAY
12:00PM – 8:00PM 

FAENA ART PROJECT ROOM 
3420 COLLINS AVE, MIAMI BEACH

FAENA HOTEL MIAMI BEACH

Five Stars

Savor 
Summer 
Longer

“At Faena we dream the 
unimaginable,” founder Alan 
Faena told Conde Nast Traveler 
magazine. “We look forward to 
continuing to expand our frontiers 
and share our culture and hospitality 
with the world.” In addition to 
garnering another Forbes Five-
Star rating, Forbes Travel Guide 
also awarded Faena with ‘Best 
Hotel Instagram of the Year’ for 
its evocative content illustrating 
a wonderland of color, glamour 
and comfort that expands the 
imagination and cradles the spirit.

U.S. News, a recognized 
leader in consumer advice and 
rankings, voted Faena Hotel 
Miami Beach the 14th best 
hotel in the United States, one 
of the top three hotels in Florida 
as well as in the top three Miami 
hotels. “Recent lodgers said their 
stays at the Faena Hotel Miami 
Beach were next to perfect. Past 
guests gushed about the staff’s 
attention to detail and genuine 
friendliness,” reported U.S. News. 

Meanwhile, the travel platform 
TripsToDiscover named Faena 
Hotel Miami Beach as one of the 
best five-star hotels in the country 
praising the property’s “spectacular 
views, top-notch service and one 
of Miami’s most beautiful pools.” 
We’re thrilled to continue making a 
splash with our passion for gracious 
hospitality, creative expression 
and community connection. 

Summer is a time for 
lounging. Sip on freshly muddled 
cocktails from the comfort of a 
plush beach bed and doze off to 
the sound of warm lapping waves. 
Or amp it up in a fully stocked 
poolside cabana where five-star 
service keeps your bubbly chilled 
all afternoon. Slip into our secret 
El Secreto Omakase bar for 
a 17-course tasting menu, where 
each dish is so packed with global 
flavors it feels like a journey 
around the world with every bite. 
Pao’s new seafood bar is a must-

try, as is a Sunday asado at Los 
Fuegos—a typical Argentine 
barbecue that brings family and 
friends together over wood-fired 
meals. Start your evening with a 
Smoke and Sparks cocktail and 
live music in The Living Room 
before stepping into Allura, a 
musical multiverse hosted by 
powerhouse singer Rocky Lanes at 
Faena Theater. Post-performance, 
head to Saxony Bar where the 
scene is as sexy as the crowd 
and the music makes it a party.  

Faena celebrates a handful of exciting 
recognitions ranking it among the 

top hotels in the United States. 

FOURTH NIGHT FREE PACKAGE

There’s so much to taste, 
see and do at Faena Beach, 
and we’re gifting guests a 
fourth night free for extra 
time to satiate their senses. 

ANABELLA BERGERO, LA VIRGENCITA, 2023. COURTESY FAENA ART AND THE ARTIST. 
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Rehydrate 
and Replenish

Essential oils have been used for thousands of years for their 
potent healing properties. Tierra Santa Healing House’s 
range of all natural, hand-blended sacred oils are used to 
cleanse and energize the body in a range of spa rituals.

TIERRA SANTA HEALING HOUSE

Cleanse body, mind and 
spirit this summer at Tierra 
Santa Healing House with 
hydrating treatments, Pranic 
Healing workshops and a packed 
calendar of high-vibrational events.  

“We tend to lose more 
nutrients and vitamins in the 
summer because of the heat and 
sweat,” said Agustina Caminos, the 
director of the spa. “Tierra Santa 
offers so many effective ways to 
rehydrate and replenish the body.”

The spa recently began 
collaborating with Taja Drip 
to offer IV Vitamin Infusion 
Therapy. “IV drips are one of the 
quickest ways to restore hydration 
and boost the body’s energy 
levels,” said Caminos. To combat 
sun-induced photoaging, book 
Tierra Santa’s new HydraFacial 
launching this June, which combines 
cleansing, exfoliation, hydration 
and potent serums from skincare 

brands Biologique Recherche 
and QMS Medicosmetics.

The month of May kicks 
off with a Wesak Full Moon 
Meditation led by sound healer 
Jared Bistrong and Agustina 
Caminos on Faena Beach. 
Tierra Santa also welcomes 
back biohacker Julia Smila on 
May 12 for a workshop blending 
cutting-edge technology and 
holistic methodologies to optimize 
health, reduce stress and prevent 
disease. Following a Mother’s Day 
meditation ritual comes a women’s 
empowerment weekend led by 
Master Marilag Mendoza. At the 
end of the month, Caminos will lead 
a three-day Basic Pranic Healing 
Course that teaches practitioners 
how to self-heal through energy 
work and breathing techniques.

June highlights include 
World Reef Awareness Day with 
Ximena Caminos, the visionary 

behind Miami Beach’s forthcoming 
ReefLine; International Yoga Day; 
and a variety of events hosted by 
Modern Om and Caminos including 
Spiritual Sundays—an afternoon 
festival that takes place on the last 
Sunday of each month to connect 
like-minded people through 
mediation, breathwork and music. 
Shaman Eric Lopez closes out the 
month with a powerful Shamanic 
Family Constellations session. 

In July, don’t miss a Swim 
Week purification on the beachfront 
with Caminos and an opportunity 
to shop designer swimsuits at the 
Big Bang spa boutique. There will 
also be sound healing experiences 
in the hammam and on July 3, a 
full moon mediation and sound 
bath with Jared Bistrong. “Sound 
is so powerful, within an hour it 
can transform someone’s entire 
energetic system,” said Bistrong. 

Sacred Oils
Essential oils have 

been used for thousands 
of years for their potent 
healing properties. Tierra 
Santa Healing House’s 
range of all natural, 
hand-blended sacred oils 
are used to cleanse and 
energize the body in a 
range of spa rituals.

“We use lavender, tea 
tree and sandalwood oils 
when working with the 
chakras to help remove 
stagnant energy from the 
body,” said spa director 
Agustina Caminos.

In the Tree of Life 
signature treatment, guests 
sample the whole range of 
essential oils to choose an 
aromatherapy fragrance for 
the body ritual. As the body 
rests on a heated bed, a 
combination of sacred oils is 
poured onto tension points 
along the spine followed by 
a hot stone massage along 
the body’s symbolic Tree 
of Life starting at the lower 
back (the roots), along 
either side of the spine (the 
trunk), and into the upper 
shoulders and neck (the 
branches). A collection of 
warm Nepalese singing 
bowls is placed on the 
lower back, slowly diffusing 
vibrations to release deep-
seated tension in the body.

SEE PAGE 17 FOR TIERRA 
SANTA HEALING 

HOUSE’S FULL LISTING 
OF CALENDAR EVENTS 

Jazzy Summer

 @FAENATHEATER

Multi-grammy award winning musician  
John Daversa brings his big band sound to the 

Faena Theater stage this summer, while the 
Wednesday night Jazz Series is in full swing.

“I’ve been doing a lot of 
research,” said Brian Forti, 
executive producer/director of 
creative entertainment at Faena 
Theater. “The theater and music 
scene back in Miami Beach’s 
heyday in the 40s and 50s was 
built on big band. The Rat Pack, 
Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, 
Desi Arnaz, Jimmy Durante, 
Elle Fitzgerald, Elvis Presley 
all performed at Fontainebleau 
Hotel’s Ronda Room, and they 
all had big bands behind them.”

Faena tapped local artist 
and educator John Daversa to 
channel Miami Beach’s Golden 
Era to a modern audience. As an 
acclaimed trumpeter, arranger, 
composer, producer, and head 

of University of Miami’s studio 
and jazz department, Daversa 
selects the program’s most talented 
students and graduates to take part 
in his stellar jazz ensemble band, 
The John Daversa Big Band, which 
is scheduled to perform on May 
21, June 18 and July 30. “He’ll play 
his own music, familiar hits and 
music he’s composed specifically 
for Faena,” said Forti. “He also 
brings in incredible singers to 
perform a few songs. It’s just magic.”

The Faena Jazz series, going 
strong in its fifth year, continues to 
be curated by Grammy nominated 
producer Rachel Faro. “She’s really 
keyed into up-and-coming artists. 
Jazzmeia Horn, Veronica Swift, 
Christian Sands, and Samar Joy 

have all gone on to do great things 
in their career since they performed 
at Faena Theater,” noted Forti.

This year’s lineup has seen 
the likes of six-string talent Al Di 
Meola, Icelandic-Chinese singer/
songwriter Laufey, and Gabrielle 
Cavassa, winner of the latest Sarah 
Vaughn Vocal Jazz Competition. 
Next up on Wednesday, May 10, is 
consummate jazz singer Shayna 
Steele whose latest album ‘Gold 
Dust’ recently dropped. With a 
blockbuster voice that is bound 
to shake the rafters, Steele comes 
with much experience performing 
on Broadway in shows such as 
Rent and Hairspray, and has 
sung background vocals for 
stars including Bette Midler, 

Rihanna, Moby and Kelly 
Clarkson before stepping out 
on her own as a solo artist.

On June 7, New Orleans-
born saxophonist and composer 

“Big Chief” Donald Harrison 
will showcase his mastery of every 
style and era including jazz, soul, 
funk, and orchestral classical music. 
Heralded as a genius by his peers, 
Harrison plays Nouveau Swing, 
smooth jazz and is experimenting 
with quantum jazz. “The Faena 
Theater only has 150 seats,” said 
Forti, “so the audience and the 
artist can feel the magic and 
energy in the room because it 
is such an intimate venue.”

FAENA THEATER
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FAENA THEATER ORIGINALS

Sweet Sensations 
& Good Vibrations
At Allura, Faena Theater’s latest cabaret, New York 
siren Rocky Lanes and Cuban guitarist Alberto 
Torres showcase an effervescent musical chemistry 
that is raw, authentic and utterly irresistible.

“We speak different languages, 
but we communicate deeply 
through music,” said Torres. This 
connection allows the duo to 
continuously improvise on stage, 
delivering performances that are 
alive with passion, power and soul. 

“We create new renditions on the 
spot every night, which keeps it 
fresh for us and the audience.”

Each artist brings their 
individual flair to a musical score 
that incorporates Torres’ Latin 
funkadelic tones with Lanes’ 
dominance of styles from Elvis to 
ABBA to Michael Jackson.  

“The vibe of the audience plays a 
role in our improvisation,” said 
Lanes. “We love when they bring 
the energy. It shows they’re enjoying 
themselves and it challenges me to 
hold my notes higher and longer.”

Lanes doesn’t want guests to 
come in, sit down, and just watch a 
bunch of talented people perform. 
She encourages the crowd to move 
with the music—to sing, to shout, to 
dance, to let loose. “We want to give 
people an experience. If people are 
feeling good, we’ve done our job.”

As the show’s master of 
ceremonies, Lanes takes viewers 

on a psychedelic ride through an 
alternate galaxy where “physics 
doesn’t apply.” Cirque cabaret acts 
defy gravity with a mind-bending 
display of flexibility, strength, 
beauty and special effects. 
Dancers spin from bellhop carts; 
contort themselves in unimaginable 
shapes in an aerial net; and heat up 
the intimate red-velvet theater with 
an unforgettable choreography. 

“Alberto and I are inviting 
the audience onto our party 
bus that travels to different 
dimensions,” said Lanes, “with 
killer music playing on the radio.”

THU 9:00PM
FRI-SAT 8:00PM 

& 10:30PM 

IN-HOUSE GUESTS CAN CONTACT THE CONCIERGE AT 4021 FOR RESERVATIONS  @FAENATHEATER

BOOK NOW
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 LOS FUEGOS BY FRANCIS MALLMANN
PAO BY PAUL QUI

Please Your PalateThe Art of Asado

 @LOSFUEGOSFAENA   @PAOFAENA

Pao’s house-made XO sauce 
is made with fermented chile fresno, 
smoked dehydrated fish gills and 
king crab lumps resulting in an 
umami sauce that pairs perfectly 
with a Norwegian-sourced King 
Crab leg and an accompaniment 
of morita brown butter.

For the Wagyu Ribeye, no 
portion of the loin goes to waste. 
It is cleaned to the bone and the 
additional meat is used to make a  
sauce blended with spices and a 
farro miso-brown butter that is 
brushed onto the seared ribeye loin. 

“This process allows us to utilize all 
parts of the high-quality cut while 
getting as much flavor as we can 
from it,” said Mauricio Quezada, 
Sous chef at Pao. The dish is served 
with a side of a side of celery root 

and potato frites topped with shio 
kombu and yuzu kosho alioli.

New dishes that will grace the 
summer menu include Hiramasa 
sashimi featuring fermented tomato 
XO sauce, topped with tomato 
marmalade dots, fresh Everglade 
tomatoes, kumquat and cilantro oil.

A vegetarian dish of marinated 
Chinese eggplant with sawsawan 
(a Filipino dipping sauce) is served 
with mustard seed caviar, two-
month pickled shimeji mushrooms 
and a charred eggplant-miso 
puree. “By pickling our shimejis 
with our sweet-sour base, we 
cultivate so much flavor that only 
a few heads are enough to achieve 
the balance we were looking for in 
this dish,” explained Quezada. 

Championing sustainability and zero 
waste, the chefs at Pao by Paul Qui 
use different fermentation techniques 
to extend the life of short-season 
ingredients transforming them into 
palate-pleasing flavors with a whole 
new profile of tasting notes.  

1. 
Patience is key 
Embrace the fact that cooking over 
fire isn’t fast and furious. It takes 
hours. Accept that, Benítez says, 
and the outcome will be worth it. 

2. 
Practice makes  
perfect 
There’s no manual Benítez 
can share. He says proficiency 
comes from making mistakes 
and learning from them. 

5. 
Choose the 
right wood 
Once you’ve graduated to wood, 
Benítez suggests using oak, hickory, 
or mesquite. Build a chimney-like 
structure with the logs, making 
sure there’s nothing in the middle 
of it. In the hole, place a few pieces 
of paper and light the fire from 
there. Once the wood is lit, you 
can add charcoal in the middle.

3. 
Commit to the 
investment 
Slow cooking needs an 
investment—in quality produce 
and proteins as well as time. 

4. 
Build your 
burn
Start with hardwood charcoal, 
which offers an even heat and 
temperature, making it easier to 
cook with than wood. “You need 
to understand the language of the 
wood that is totally different than 
charcoal,” Benítez says. So, work 
your way up to playing with wood.

6. 
It’s all in 
the prep 
First, make sure you have the right 
cut of meat. For slow cooking, 
choose a thick cut, like brisket. 
Then, consider your seasoning. In 
Argentina, Benítez explains, meat is 
only seasoned with coarse salt before 
cooking. That means no brining, 
rubbing, or marinating. “We’re 
not really famous for putting too 
much stuff on the meat,” he says. 
Finally, there’s temperature. Ensure 
the meat is at room temperature 
before placing it over the fire. 

ARTICLE ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED IN AVENTUR A MAG A ZINE
BY CHRISTIE G ALE ANO -DEMOT T

Cooking with fire is an essential part of 
Argentina’s culture. By emulating his mentor 
Francis Mallmann, chef Sebastián Benítez 
is sharing his country’s traditions at Faena 
Miami Beach’s Los Fuegos restaurant.
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Every two months chef 
Erik Melendez and 
sous chef Carlos Islava 
conjure up 17 new 
tasting dishes at the 
six-seat omakase bar 
El Secreto that respect 
traditional Japanese 
preparations, but come 
with a kick of spicy 
flavors that showcase 
their Latin roots. 

Trust the Chef

  @ELSECRETOFAENA

Artist Spotlight 
Los Wizzards

 LIVINGROOM@FAENA.COM

THE LIVING ROOMEL SECRETO OMAKASE BY PAUL QUI

Hailing from Venezuela, 
Jamaica, Cuba and Miami, this 
group of seven diverse musicians 
lean into their hometown roots to 
deliver high-energy performances 
that effortlessly segue from tropical 
rhythms to pop to dancehall. 

“Individually we’ve all been exposed 
to so many different genres, so 
when we come together collectively, 
we all bring those influences to the 
stage to create something of our 
own,” said lead singer Roy G. “We 
always try to bring the party.”

Los Wizzards’ fusion of Latin 
and Caribbean styles, energies, 
and flavors has a distinctive sound 
that’s come to represent the 
cultural synthesis of Miami itself, 
garnering the band recognition on 
the city’s biggest stages. The band 
won a competition to play at an 
NBA basketball game at American 
Airlines arena, and after a giving 
stellar performance, Los Wizzards 
was asked to become the Miami 
Heat’s house band. In addition, 
front man Samy Hawk won an 
MTV competition and was selected 
to be a Pepsi-sponsored artist.  

Influenced by greats like 
Stevie Wonder, Michael Jackson 
and Bruno Mars, Los Wizzards 
plays their own compositions 

interspersed with song riffs from 
artists like Ginuwine, Ludacris 
and Daft Punk. Singers Hawk 
and Roy G. captivate the crowd 
with their lyrical storytelling, 
rapping, beatboxing and 
piquant dance moves, while the 
instrumentalists delight on the 
trumpet, trombone, drums and 
the Venezuelan cuatro (a type of 
guitar that has almost exclusively 
been used to play traditional 
folkloric music until now.) 

“Most of the time we’re 
freestyling with different verses and 
solos,” said Hawk. “We read the 
audience and decide what song is 
perfect for that moment.” Jamming 
is part of the essence of the band, 
adds Wizzmer, the band’s founder, 
leader and cuatro player. Some 
of Los Wizzards fan-favorite hits 
include “Spanglish Love,” “Love 
Me,” and “Now or Never.” Their 
anthems, which are often delivered 
atop the lounge’s furniture or 
from within the thick of a cheering 
crowd, inject an infectious dose 
of joy into the Living Room 
and people can’t help but dance. 

“When we’re on stage together, our 
commitment is making people 
have a great time,” said Wizzmer.

“I am from Honduras and chef 
Carlos is from Mexico, so you’ll find 
a kick of spice from ingredients like 
jalapenos, chile de arbol and lime,” 
said Chef Erik. The Kampachi 
Crudo is a delicious plate of fresh 
amberjack fish topped with pickled 
serrano peppers, candied quinoa 
and an aji amarrillo sauce (a spicy 
Peruvian pepper) seasoned with 
agave, orange juice and drops of 
cilantro oil. “We always want to add 
our own little twist to the dishes.”

Courses feature fresh fish 
flown in from Japan, New Zealand 
and Spain including bioluminescent 
squid, sea bream, golden eye 
snapper, striped jack, ora king 
salmon, Japanese butterfish, and 
bluefin tuna that are paired with 
unexpected flavors to create 
an unforgettable bite. Oysters 
are brightened with lemongrass 
coconut foam; ceviche is swimming 
in a bowl of leche de tigre; and 
Hokkaido scallops are combined 
with kiwi and charcoal aguachile. 

Chef Melendez explains 
each dish in detail, translating 
culinary terms like ‘ume boshi,’ 
‘ponzu kosho’ and ‘negi dare’ into 
plain English. He also provides 
enlightening anecdotes about where 
ingredients are from and how 
they are harvested and prepared 
including aged tuna belly, A5 
Japanese wagyu, Wasabi root, fresh 
ginger and dehydrated caviar.  

Every night of the 
week talented local 
musicians light up the 
Living Room with live 
music across genres. 
There’s Gypsy Jazz 
from French Horn 
Collective, Latin 
classics from Mi Dulce 
Son, and big band 
songs from crooner 
Louis Amanti. On 
select Thursday nights, 
guests can groove to 
Los Wizzards and their 
signature brand of 
Miami funk that blends 
elements of funk, rock, 
pop, jazz, reggae, 
hip-hop, and salsa.

Talented mixologist 
Joseph Restani has 
crafted a cocktail that 
tastes like a Caribbean 
paradise in a glass. 

FEATURED COCK TAIL

Dominican 
Passion 

The Dominican Passion 
has a rich foundation of 
Brugal 1888, an oaky rum 
from Puerto Plata that’s been 
double-aged in sherry casks 
and leaves notes of bourbon, 
vanilla, red fruits mingled 
with toffee and cocoa on 
the palate. The smoothness 
of the spirit is balanced 
with the tartness of fresh 
passionfruit puree, while a 
house-made cinnamon syrup 
adds additional sweet notes. 
The cocktail is finished with 
a splash of tropical fruit 
Redbull to add a powerful 
and refreshing kick, then 
garnished with a rum-soaked 
lemon and cinnamon sticks. 

The menu is laden with 
pleasant surprises. Surprising 
flavor combinations (sweet, spicy, 
umami), surprise dishes diners 
are challenged to identify, and 
surprising presentations that 
feel too beautiful to eat. And 
each season brings with it a 
new bounty: The new summer 
menu will showcase tropical 
fruits like passionfruit, mango, 
watermelon and blackberries. 

“Omakase roughly 
translates to ‘trust me,’” said 
Chef Melendez. “I want to give 
you a culinary experience with 
the best we have to offer.” 
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An Exotic 
Escape

CASA FAENA

“Miami Beach in the summer is hot, steamy and sexy, 
and no place more so than Gitano Miami Beach in the 
Faena District,” said Gitano founder, James Gardner. 

“Come cool off on our jungle 
rooftop with ocean views and sip 
a spicy mezcal margarita before 
heading down to the restaurant to 
sample our delicious new mushroom 
sopes with shaved truffles—they are 
not to be missed,” added Gardner. 

The new dish, featuring 
ingredients like epazote and 
huitlacoche, is one of many on 
the summer menu inspired by 
traditional Mexican recipes 
from Executive Chef Antonio 
Maldonaldo’s hometown of 
Puebla, Mexico. For a light 
meal in the summer heat, go 
for the heirloom tomato and 
tamarind salad, which comes 
with sorbet that’s infused with 
passionfruit and a hint of mezcal. 

When coming off the 
beach, the tacos al pastor are a 
perfect street-food inspired snack 
chockfull of Oaxaca cheese, 
pineapple, achiote marinated 
pork and salsa jalapeno. “Wash 
it down with our iconic Jungle 
Fever, which brings a sense of 
familiarity and home, whether 
you’re with us in Tulum, New 
York or Miami,” Gardner noted.

Heartier fare includes the Duck 
Carnitas Huarache. “Huarache is 
a thick tortilla filled with refried 
beans, chile habanero and cashew, 
and marinated duck that’s slow 
cooked for 48 hours. It’s finished 
with pickled jalapeno and squash 
blossom,” said Maldonaldo. The 
new lamb dish is slow-roasted in 
the oven for 12 hours in a marinade 
of adobo chiles and Pacifico beer. 
“This is a typical dish found in 
northern Mexico and Guadalajara.”

Those with a sweet tooth 
can nosh on homemade corn ash 
churros topped with corn ice cream 
and mezcal caramel popcorn on 
the side. Sample Maldonaldo’s take 
on a traditional Mexican dessert 
called “fresas con crema.” Irapuato 
is full of roadside stands selling 
freshly picked strawberries and 
strawberry-and-cream popsicles, 
the chef explained. “I’ve added 
biscoff cookies to the recipe, 
which makes it very tasty!” 

  @FAENABAZAARCURIO  @GITANO.MIAMI

RETAIL

Summer-Ready
Styles

Summer is all about swimwear. 
Look to Maygel Coronel for one-
size-fits-all Colombian cuts, a 
curated bikini edit from Australian 
brand Bond-eye, and Devon 
Windsor’s one-piece swimsuits as 
well as stylish skirts and jackets 
crafted with swim fabrics.

Spice up your wardrobe with 
a bright and bold color palette. “At 
Curio, we continue to see happy pop 
colors trending from every shade 
of pink to hot red, vibrant cobalt 
blues and yellows,” said Danielle 
Licata, co-founder of Curio. There 
are also bold emotional prints from 
Chufy, Carolina K and Caia De 
La Cruz ranging from modern 
florals to stripes, and tile to tribal.

The minimal girl is loving 
Hevron, Le Kasha and Matthew 
Bruch’s linen separates and 
dresses, which give an effortlessly 
chic look that easily transitions 

from day to night. “For our edgy 
girl, we have The Mannei’s sexy 
get-noticed oversized blazers 
and miniskirt bottoms.”

Staple outfits can be 
accessorized with fine jewelry 
from Yanina & Co, Wish, and 
our newest arrival Anabela Chan, 
featuring colored gem stones. Pick 
up a collectible book clutch from 
Olympia Le Tan’s (our favorite is 
the Miami edition), pointy open-toe 
mules from GIABORGHINI in new 
stone grey and blue color palettes, 
and Renee Caovilla’s high heels 
with jewelry-like ankle wrapping.

For the sophisticated 
gentleman, there’s soft-tailored 
looks from Italian brand Boglioli 
Milano; signature calçadão-
inspired prints and lightweight 
linen from Brazilian brand 
Frescobol; and unisex nautical 
inspired basics from thesalting.  

Shop breezy summertime 
silhouettes at Curio at Faena 
Bazaar that will make you 
standout this season.
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Recent 
Programming 

Highlights

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON FAENA ROSE  ROSEMEMBERSHIPS@FAENA.COM
FOLLOW  @FAENA.ROSE FOR MORE HIGHLIGHTS, HAPPENINGS, AND EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN

Miami’s exclusive art- and culture-based private members 
club offers an unparalleled roster of diverse events and 

extraordinary experiences to a dynamic, engaged community. 
Here is a snapshot of recent events.

FAENA ROSE

The incomparable thinker Malcolm 
Gladwell offered his takes on 
societal trends and culture-at-large

Legendary wildlife conservationist 
Jane Goodall told captivating 
stories and inspired all to do 
their part on this earth.
Scott “Prof G” Galloway 
discussed his new book, Adrift, 
America in 100 Charts.

Senator Mark Warner discussed 
his controversial bill to ban TikTok.

Anthony “the Mooch” 
Scaramucci broke down the 
massive SBF fraud, and their 
relationship with Puck’s Bill Cohan

Celebrity Chefs Rocco DiSpirito, 
Duff Goldin, Alex Guarnaschelli 
entertained and delighted with tales 
from the kitchen and the heart.

The Sleep Doctor, Dr Michael 
Breus, provided tips and tricks 
to getting the perfect rest.   

National Geographic explorer  & 
NYT Bestselling author Dan 
Buettner shared the Blue Zones 
secrets to health and longevity.

Icon fashion designer Naeem 
Khan dazzled with a retrospective 
of his life in glamour.

Ailey II gave a thrilling 
performance and inspirational 
conversation with artistic 
director Francesca Harper.
“Joan Rivers” hosted and 

roasted at our glamourous 
Faena Hotel penthouse for an 
Oscars Screening Party.

Members enjoyed studio visits 
of artists Tomm El Saieh and 
Loriel Beltran, private preview 
tour with artist Avery Singer, and 
a nude figure masterclass with the 
renowned artist Will Cotton.

And so much more!

“JOAN RIVERS” HOSTS OSCAR PARTYSENATOR MARK WARNER

AILEY II DANCE PERFORMANCE

STUDIO VISIT WITH ARTIST LORIEL BELTRAN 

SCOTT GALLOWAY

MALCOLM GLADWELL
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Special Events & Happenings

Daily Schedule

Faena Miami Beach 
844 733 4190  
305 535 4697

Tierra Santa Healing House 
spamiami@faena.com 
786 655 5570

Los Fuegos By Francis 
Mallmann 
losfuegos@faena.com 
786 655 5600

Pao By Paul Qui 
pao@faena.com 
786 655 5600

Faena Theater 
faenatheater@faena.com 
786 655 5600

The Living Room 
livingroom@faena.com

Saxony Bar  
saxonybar@faena.com

El Secreto Omakase 
elsecreto@faena.com

Faena Bazaar  
305 797 9005

Faena Forum Miami Beach 
events-miamibeach@
faena.com

Casa Faena Miami Beach 
305 604 8485

Gitano at Casa Faena 
gitano@faena.com

Faena Rose 
rosemembership@faena.com

Faena Art 
info@faenaart.org

MAY

MAY 5
Wesak Full Moon Meditation 
with Jared Bistrong & 
Agustina Caminos
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM 
FAENA BEACH 

MAY 8 
Hammam Sound 
Healing with Luchi
6:30 PM – 8:30 PM 
HAMMAM  

MAY 9
Faena Art’s Sonnet 18 
Spring Fundraising Dinner
7:00 PM 
FAENA BEACH

MAY 10
Faena Jazz Series Concert 
with Shayna Steele
8:00 PM 
FAENA THEATER 

MAY 12 
Ultimate Wellness Event 
with Julia Smila
4:30 PM – 9:00 PM 
MAMMOTH GARDEN & 
SCREENING ROOM

MAY 14 
Mother’s Day Ritual 
& Meditation with 
Agustina Caminos
3:00 PM – 4:00 PM 
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO 

MAY 14
Manifest Universal 
Intelligence – Manifest 
Divine Protection 
1:00 PM – 4:30 PM  
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

MONDAYS

Vinyasa Yoga  
Yoga Studio 
9:00 am – 10:00 am 

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm

TUESDAYS

Vinyasa Yoga 
Yoga Studio 
9:00 am – 10:00 am 

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm

Omakase  
by Paul Qui  
El Secreto 
6:30 pm & 9:00 pm

WEDNESDAYS

Vinyasa Yoga  
Yoga Studio 
9:00 am – 10:00 am 

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm

Omakase  
by Paul Qui  
El Secreto 
6:30 pm & 9:00 pm 

THURSDAYS

Kundalini Yoga  
Yoga Studio 
9:00 am – 10:00 am 

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm 

Omakase  
by Paul Qui  
El Secreto 
6:30 pm & 9:00 pm

Allura Cabaret 
Faena Theater 
9:00 pm 

 

FRIDAYS

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm 

Omakase  
by Paul Qui  
El Secreto 
6:30 pm & 9:00 pm 

Allura Cabaret 
Faena Theater 
8:00 pm & 10:30 pm 

SATURDAYS

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm 

Omakase  
by Paul Qui  
El Secreto 
6:30 pm & 9:00 pm 

Allura Cabaret 
Faena Theater 
8:00 pm & 10:30 pm 

SUNDAYS

Twin Hearts 
Meditation 
Tierra Santa Studio 
3:00 pm – 4:00 pm 

Sunday Asado  
Los Fuegos 
12:00 pm – 4:00 pm 

Live Music & DJs 
The Living Room 
From 7:00 pm 

Faena District Directory

/FaenaMiamiBeach /Faena /ElSecretoFaena/CasaFaena /FaenaBazaarCurio /FaenaArt/PaoFaena/FaenaTheater /LosFuegosFaena /TierraSantaFaena

TO BOOK OR FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.FAENA.COM

JUNE 4 
Tea Teasting with El Club 
del Te & Mariana Barreto 
4:30 PM – 6:30 PM 

JUNE 7
Faena Jazz Series 
Concert with Big Chief 
Donald Harrison
8:00 PM 
FAENA THEATER

JUNE 11
Manifest Universal 
Intelligence – Manifest 
Divine Protection 
1:00 PM – 4:30 PM 
SCREENING ROOM

JUNE 13
Hammam Sound Healing 
with Agustina Caminos
6:30 PM – 8:30 PM TIERRA 
SANTA HAMMAM

JUNE 18
Father’s Day Ritual with 
Agustina Caminos 
3:00 PM – 4:00 PM 
YOGA STUDIO

JUNE 18
John Daversa Big Band
8:00 PM 
FAENA THEATER

JUNE 21
International Yoga Day 
with Modern Om & 
Agustina Caminos
6:00 PM – 9:00 PM 
FAENA BEACH

JUNE 25
Spiritual Sundays
2:00 PM – 8:30 PM 
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO, PAO 
& SCREENING ROOM

JUNE 26
Breathwork with Modern Om  
6:30 PM TO 8:00 PM 
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

JUNE 27
Shamanic Family 
Constellations with Eric Lopez 
6:00 PM TO 9:00 PM 
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

JULY 

JULY 11 
Hammam Sound Healing 
with Agustina Caminos
6:30 PM TO 8:30 PM  
HAMMAM 

JULY 13 
Full Moon Sound Healing 
with Jared Bistrong
6:30 PM TO 8 PM 
MAMMOTH 

JULY 15 
Swim Week Meditation by 
Agustina Caminos & Big Bang 
6:30 TO 7:30 PM  
FAENA BEACH  

JULY 18 
Panel with Modern Om 
7 PM TO 8:30  
SCREENING ROOM 

JULY 25  
Breathwork with Eugene 
Gant from Modern Om 
6:30 PM TO 8 PM  
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO 

JULY 30
John Daversa Big Band
8:00 PM 
FAENA THEATER

MAY 19 – MAY 21 
Woman Empowerment 
Weekend with Master 
Marilag Mendoza
ALL DAY 
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

MAY 21
John Daversa Big Band
8:00 PM 
FAENA THEATER

MAY 22
Breathwork with Modern Om
6:30 PM – 8:00 PM  
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

MAY 26 – MAY 28 
Basic Pranic Healing Course 
of Master Choa Kok Sui 
with Agustina Caminos 
3:00 PM – 8:00 PM 
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO

MAY 28
Spiritual Sundays
2:00 PM – 8:30 PM  
TIERRA SANTA STUDIO – PAO 
& SCREENING ROOM

JUNE 

JUNE 1 
World Reef Awareness Day 
with Ximena Caminos 
6:30 PM - 8:30 PM 

MAMMOTH GARDEN & 
SCREENING ROOM

JUNE 3 
Full Moon Meditation 
with Jared Bistrong & 
Miami Sound Institute 
7:00 PM – 8:30 PM  
FAENA BEACH

Time Capsule

MACHINE HALLUCINATIONS: CORAL, REFIK ANADOL 
FAENA BEACH

AORIST LAUNCH PROGRAM: CROSSROADS  
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE REEFLINE 
MIAMI ART WEEK 2021 

ÁNGELES VELOCES ARCANOS FUGACES, ASSUME VIVID ASTRO FOCUS 
FAENA BEACH 
SUMMER PROGRAM 

WALKING SOUTH, FRANZ ACKERMANN 
FAENA ART CENTER BUENOS AIRES

O BICHO SUSPENSO NA PAISAGEM, ERNESTO NETO 
FAENA ART CENTER BUENOS AIRES OPENING

FAENA CULTURE

DECEMBER 2021

JUNE 2022

NOVEMBER 2012

SEPTEMBER 2011
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